TUTORIAL - MICRO MACHINE CAR
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This tutorial will show you how to create a micro machine car.

Step 1:
Now what we will do is simply take the round marquee selection tool and generally select the front
wheel area and copy it by pressing control C. Now duplicate the layer and press Control t to
transform it, drag the right end one third the way in. Now press control v to paste the front wheel
area. Go to the original layer and select the back wheel and paste it back on top.

Step 2:
Now move them so that they are in the general area of where it would be placed on top of the micro
car layer like so.

Step 3:
Now what we will do is simply take the round marquee selection tool
and generally select the front wheel area and copy it by pressing
control C. Now duplicate the layer and press Control t to transform
it, drag the right end one third the way in. Now press control v to
paste the front wheel area. Go to the original layer and select the
back wheel and paste it back on top. Now move them so that they
are in the general area of where it would be placed on top of the
micro car layer like so.
Now take the crop tool and crop out the area that we do not want
showing through like this.

Step 4:
Start by taking the eraser tool and setting it to a low opacity and begin
erasing the outer edges of the wheel layers to make it blend in. As
you can see the back end is having some problems. Simply move it
so that it aligns better since we can see where it would go. They fit
perfectly.

Step 5:
Now add some of your own effect such as borders and a title and it is
now complete.

